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Meeting of 26 May 2015 11.00 – 13.00  

 

in Brussels 

 

Minutes 

 

 

1. Adoption of the draft agenda 

The agenda was adopted. 

2. Adoption of the minutes of the meeting of 23 April 2015 

It was announced that Ms Van Woensel (STOA) would insert a number of changes into the draft 

minutes. The minutes would then be circulated and approved at the next meeting of the Working 

Group. 

3. Presentation by Professor Maarten Goos, Faculty of Economics and Business, Catholic 

University of Leuven – Robots and jobs 

The following spoke: Mady Delvaux, Max Andersson, Michał Boni, Kaja Kallas 

Ms Delvaux gave the floor to the first speaker, expressing her curiosity as to whether robots would 

take our jobs. Prof. Goos stated that for the past 15 years he had focused on the possible impact 

technological development might have on jobs. He also said that, as an economist, he would focus 

more on the economic aspects than on the legal background. Prof. Goos drew attention to a graph in 

his presentation showing that over the past 200 years employment figures had persistently 

increased, with not only more jobs available but better ones too. Technological development had 

also driven up the pay of average jobs. Nevertheless, not everyone had benefited. He explained the 

issue of job polarisation, drawing on the example of the Netherlands, where high-paid and low-paid 

jobs had increased as a result of the technological boom. Middle-paid jobs, on the other hand, had 

struggled. Graphs on jobs and household polarisation showed that technological development led to 

more, and generally better, jobs; however, inequality issues remained. Prof. Goos went on to 

address rule-based innovation (RBI). Citing the example of the UBER app, he stressed that there 

was a need for rules and regulation at all stages, from innovation to communities. He concluded that 

digital technologies may boost job opportunities, but require careful management – something 

decision-makers had thus far shown limited interest in. In the Q&A session the difference between 
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mean and median was discussed, together with the difference between complementary assistance 

and robotic take-over. Prof. Goos wound up his presentation by clarifying that the problem 

afflicting middle-paid jobs stemmed from the fact that these mostly involved relatively routine tasks 

(as in the case of machine operators, office clerks, etc.) as opposed to those involved in high-paid 

and low-paid jobs, which could not be automated so easily. 

4. Presentation by Mr Klaus Petter, Kuka College – Training courses, target audience and 

perspectives in robotic education 

The following spoke: Mady Delvaux, Michał Boni, Christian Reimsbach-Kounatze (OECD) 

Mr Klaus Petter from KUKA Roboter GmbH presented the challenges facing robotics training. 

Nowadays, robots are used in many different applications (including welding, coating, testing and 

machining) and in different industries (including food, aircraft, research and entertainment). 

Robotics training is therefore inherently important. Mr Petter introduced three types of robotics 

training: (i) technical product training, (ii) application training and (iii) general robotics training. 

Each of the training types targets a different audience: (i) robot operators and production personnel, 

i.e. lower-qualified staff; (ii) shift foremen, system supervisors and maintenance personnel, i.e. 

skilled workers; (iii) robot programmers, start-up engineers, system programmers, project planners 

and managers, i.e. mostly skilled workers, or ‘masters’. While some of these courses require 

programming knowledge, the longest course still lasts only up to two weeks. Mr Petter moved on to 

talk about the LBR iiwa courses. In his view, he explained, robots would not replace human beings 

but would assist them. Mr Petter concluded his speech by providing a future perspective of robotics 

training: it would become easier to use robots and automated production cells would become more 

and more productive and complex. The subsequent discussion mainly focused on statistics on the 

distribution of people and types of companies participating in the training.  

5. Presentation by Mr Christian Reimsbach-Kounatze, Policy Analyst, Directorate for 

Science, Technology and Innovation, OECD – Implications of data-driven innovation 

for skills and employment 

The following spoke: Mady Delvaux, Michał Boni, Max Andersson, Prof. Maarten Goos 

Mr Reimsbach-Kounatze’s presentation focused on data-driven innovation and the implications for 

jobs and skills. He began by declaring that DDI refers to the use of data and analytics. He then 

introduced the audience to the data value cycle. As DDI enables next-generation use of autonomous 

machines and systems, the question raised was when do they take jobs and when do they 

supplement them. Mr Reimsbach-Kounatze asked himself three main questions: (i) how can we race 

against the machines, (ii) how can we dance with the machines, and (iii) what are the challenges for 

the dancer? In response to the first question, he said we should learn from history. According to 

three recent studies, humankind’s common capacity to race against the machines stems from our 

ability to think and solve problems creatively. The key to increasing our capacity to dance with 

machines lies in education and increased ICT adoption in businesses (in particular SMEs). As to the 

legal challenges, recent history showed that automated decision-making was not perfect. Mr 

Reimsbach-Kounatze said there was a need for decision-makers to exercise improved transparency, 
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clear accountability and responsibility. Otherwise, he said, we might find ourselves under a 

‘dictatorship of data’ in which less educated or less concerned decision-makers automatically 

followed the decisions of machines. As a final remark, Mr Reimsbach-Kounatze stated that his 

presentation drew on the ‘Data-driven Innovation: Big Data for Growth and Well-being’ report to 

be presented on 2 and 3 June at the OECD Forum and then to be released in September 2015. The 

debate that followed primarily focused on next-generation development and life-wide learning. 

Mr Reimsbach-Kounatze posited that the best system would be a combination of humans and 

machines, thus increasing the importance of the ‘dance with machines’. Prof. Goos added that much 

of the debate on the future was just speculation, as no data actually existed: people had always had 

in mind the next 20 years, but they had never been good at speculating about the future. 

6. Any other business 

No other business was discussed. 

7. Next meeting of the Working Group 

The next meeting of the Working Group would take place on 23 June 2015 in the afternoon. An 

invitation and details would follow. 


